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Description
By editor@wikileaks.org

Rules of Engagement reference card as of April, 2007. This document is the United States Rules of Engagement
document for Iraq as a reference card. It details some of the U.S. Army policy regarding identifying and killing targets
and targeted groups.
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The document you have been reading was passed to us by an individual stepping forward to reveal the truth or
preserve the integrity of the historical record. WikiLeaks is acknowledged to be the most successful defender of
confidential sources and the public’s right to know. If you have confidential material, contact us securely at:
https://secure.wikileaks.org/
Our publisher, The Sunshine Press, is an international non-profit organization funded by human rights campaigners,
investigative journalists, technologists, lawyers and the general public. Since 2007 we have exposed thousands of
military, political and corporate abuses—fighting off over 100 legal attacks to do so. No WikiLeaks’ source been ever
exposed and the organization has yet to lose a legal case. Our disclosures have triggered many reforms, including the
removal of two corrupt national governments. We have found that knowledge is suppressed because of its power to
change and that only new knowledge brings meaningful change. Ultimately, the quality of every political, economic
and personal decision depends on understanding the world and how it came to be that way. By revealing the true
state of our world, through millions of pages of suppressed information, we are creating the primary ingredient for a
better civilization. Although our work has won many awards, it is your strong support that preserves our continued
independence and strength.
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